So we see that "endanger" is no more an action than it is an actor.
Rather, "endanger" refers to a partial conceptual structure.
The word "endanger" also sets up an expectation that the syntactic subject of that verb will contain the item that will help fill in the missing action that was "dangerous'.
Thus The differences with respect to inference are:
MBUILD We can infer that the facts were there to make the decision and question the applicability of those facts. PLAN We can infer that the steps to a goal were thought about before an ACT was taken.
We MBUILD goals.
We PLAN ways to get those goals to become reality.
The idea of primitive ACTs has met with a general agreement that such a thing is in principle reasonable on the one hand, and a general uneasiness with the set that Conceptual Dependency proposes on the other. Do we really need such a small set? Must we break down all words into these primitives each and every time? How do you arrive at the correct set? What about words like "drive" or "dance" or "hunt'?
The answer to these questions is not simple.
We never sought to create an extremely small set.
We just happended on that set in the course of attempting to find out what the entities such as "understand3" and "believe1" that we were creating were. The set that we came up with has so far been adequate to handle a myriad of domains that we have tried.
We expect that over time a different set than we are currently using will emerge.
However, our expectation is that the order of magnitude is correct. It should be possible to handle most worlds with a very small set. In creating the primitive ACTs we made no claim that these were the last primitive entities that we would be creating.
We are now working on a set of primitives plans and planboxes (described by me in another paper in this volume). 
